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A general approximation model for the continuous additive functionals of the multidimensional 
Brownian motion is defined by summing a family of “local” processes over the representing 
measure of the considered CAP. Natural analogous to the classical approximation theorems for 
the local time of the one-dimensional Brownian motion (occupation time, downcrossings, flat 
stretches and so on) are obtained. The considered approximation is in L’. 
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Introduction 
Many approximation models, based on the geometric behaviour of the paths, are 
known for the local times of a Markov process: the occupation time model, the 
downcrossing model, and so on. In [2] one considers a class of Markov processes 
which admits local times in every point and represents the CAF’s (continuous 
additive functionals) as integrals of the local time L” by means of a Radon measure 
p(dx). This is analogous to the representation theorem for regular potentials (the 
potential of the CAF). The approximation theorems for the local times are extended 
to CAF’s in a natural way: one sums the approximants of the local times over the 
representing measure y and get an approximant for the CAF corresponding to y. 
In this paper we deal with the same subject for the d-dimensional Brownian 
motion (d 2 3). As local times do not exist in this case, one has to use the representa- 
tion theorem to the level of the potential of the CAF only. Then the idea is analogous; 
one considers appropriate “local processes” and sums them over the representing 
measure. To give a more precise idea, we present here the downcrossing model: let 
us consider the partition of Rd into cubes of volume ~~ and denote these cubes by 
I,,,, ie N and by x~,~, i E N their centers. Consider also the spheres S,,i = {x E Rd: 
(x-x,,,/=E} and S:,i={x~ Rd: (x-x,,;(= E-E”}. Then D,,i(t) will be the number 
of downcrossings over these spheres up to time t. Let A be a CAF with compact 
support, finite and continuous potential and representing measure p. We prove that 
4. 1, D,,,(t)p(I,,,) + A(t) in L2 as E + 0 (d, is a normalizing constant). 
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It is worthwhile mentioning here two other types of downcrossing models which 
have already been of interest: Portenko and Yefimenko in [lo] and Stoica in [II] 
study the number of oscillations of the Brownian path over an &-neighbourhood of 
a fixed hypersurface. They prove that under suitable normalization the above 
mentioned counting processes converge to a CAF having the hypersurface as support. 
Clearly this type of model is different from the one studied here. 
A general convergence theorem is given in Section 2. In Section 3 we use the 
above mentioned theorem to get convergence for an approximation model which 
is the generalization in the multidimensional case of the “excursion model” studied 
by Fristedt and Taylor [S]. An important step in getting the results for multi- 
dimensional Brownian motion, analogous to those related to the local time of the 
unidimensional Brownian motion, has already been done by Bass in [3]. In particular 
he obtained an approximation theorem for CAF’s which covers our result when 
the approximating processes are themselves CAP’s (e.g. the occupation time model). 
But in fact, approximating processes studied in our paper, as well as those which 
appear in the classical approximation models for the local time (e.g. downcrossings), 
are generally not CAF’s. 
1. Preliminaries 
a. Increasing processes 
Let X = (0, 9, 9,, X,, B,, P”) be a standard Markov process (all notations are from 
Blumenthal and Getoor [4]). In our case X shall be either the d-dimensional 
Brownian motion, d 2 3, or the Bessel process associated with it. Let A : [0,03) x 0 + 
R, be such that f + A( t, o) is non-decreasing and cadlag, o + A( t, w) is 9,,-measur- 
able, AO= 0 and A, = sup,,” A, (we may write A,(w) or simply A, for A(?, w)). 
When speaking about an “increasing process” A,, t 2 0, we shall assume that this 
process has the above mentioned properties. In [l] convergence for sequences of 
such processes is studied. The definitions and theorems given there are used here 
as well. We recall them below. 
For reasons of integrability, all the statements are given in [I] in terms of the 
Laplace transform of A,, t~0. As this difficulty does not appear here any longer, 
we state them directly for A,, t*O. Proofs remain unchanged and so we do not 
repeat them here. The potential of an increasing process A is denoted by 
uA(x) =: E”(A,), 
or simply u if no confusion is possible. In the sequel we assume that u < 00 and so 
we may define the following parameters. The first one is the “additivity error” ((1) 
below). Let 
T,=:A,-Al-A,0 0, 
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and r’ be its optional projection; that is 
l-i=: E*(A,I St,) -A, - uA(X,) P” as. 
Then the “additivity error” is defined as 
PSYP E+Up(l:)‘)“2. 
The “continuity error” is 
( > 
r/2 
A=supE” supA: 
x , 
where A, = A, -A,_. 
For a Bore1 set B E E, TR =: inf{ t > 0: X, E B} and 
r(B) = sup E”(A( T,m)). 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
For two increasing processes A and B one considers the distance 
d,(A, B) = sup E” sup (A, - B,)’ 
x ( f > 
r/2 
. 
We may now recall the results in [l]: 
Proposition 1. Let A be a CAF with jinite potential u, and B an increasing process 
with jinite potential v and parameters F and A. Let us assume that 1It.r - ~111 =: 
sup,lu(x) - v(x)/ s 1, r~ 1 and A d 1, and put 
h = lv sup E”(A:)+sup E”(B&) 
[ * x 1 
I/2 
. 
Then 
dz(A,B)ah~K(llu-v~l”2+F+A)~h~Rd2(A,B) 
where K and R are two universal constants. 
Proposition 2. Let A be an increasing process with jinite potential u and parameters 
FandA. LetBsEbeaBorelsetandaEBapointsuchthatu(a)=l. Then 
~~(x)-~~,(x)~~~F+A+~(B)+(~F+c(B))/(~-c(B)), 
where 
pa(x)=: P”(T, <m). T, = T{a,, 
and 
c(B) = sup{1 - ~yo,(xb~x(~): x, Y E Bl. 
Obviously the above proposition is interesting only for processes which admit 
local times (i.e. the Bessel process in our case). 
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b. The Bessel process 
We fix the notation X = (Q, 9, S,, X,, B,, P”) for the d-dimensional Brownian 
motion (d 2 3 is fixed) and denote by X the associated Bessel process; that is 
X, = IX,/ where x = (I:=, xf)“’ for x = (x, , . . . , xd) E Rd. All the notations associated 
to X shall inherit the upper bar “--)‘. Then X is a standard Markov process with 
respect to the filtration associated with the Brownian motion. Its semigroup is given 
by 
P,f(h)=: E”(f(X,)) = E”“(f(lX,()) forfS0, 
where xh E Rd is chosen such that Ixh] = h. Let us denote ?, = inf{ t > 0: X, = u} for 
rE R, and ~$,(h)=p~(T,<c~). 
It is well known (see e.g. It6 and McKean [9]) that 
d-2 
for r, h > 0. 
The following lemma establishes the connection between @ and the Green function 
of the Brownian motion, which is g(x,y) = c(d)(x-y12-d, x,y~ Rd, xf y, where 
c(d) is a constant. We recall that g has the property 
Ex( jo?-ix,) dt= I,<, g(x> v)f(v) dy, 
for any positive measurable function f: Rd + R,. 
Let us fix a positive measure p on Rd and denote 
ep(r) = sup J dx, y)w.(d_v) for r> 0. x (4.:/“-4.~~--‘) 
For some E > 0, let us also consider the grid Zd of step E, the generic point of 
which is denoted by x,,, (i E IV) and the family of cubes: 
I,,i = {x E Rd: Ix’ - xl,,,1 d E for j = 1,2, . . . , d}. (4) 
Lemma 3. For every 0 < E s 1 and every z E Rd, 
IT C(d)&2~dcp,(IZ-XX,,iI)~(le,i)- 
i=l 
SC 
( J dx, y)ddy) + , R“ > 
where C depends only on d. 
Proof. Write 
J dz, y)p(dy) = I? J dz, y)F.(dy) R" i=l I,., 
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and break it into three sums S, , S, and S3. The first sum is taken over i E N such 
that Iz-x~,~~s F. In this case C~((Z-X,,~/) = 1 and SO 
i c(d). J g(xc,i, y)p(dy) s c(d)&p(2~). I r., 
As S, has at most one term it follows that S,~C(~)F~(~F)~C(~)E~(~~). The 
second sum is made over i E N such that F s (z - Xt,i( s E”~. Then 
and so 
572G’dd)C J I,, t)z-x,,,12-d-Iz-y12~dl~(dy), 
with the sum made over the above mentioned indices. The term under the integral 
has the form 
IZ-y12-d(lIZ-XX,,,ld-2-/Z-yy)d-2)/)Z-X~,ild~2). 
The second term in the above product has the form (uk - bk(/ak with k E IV, E g a, b d 
& and la -b)~2a. We want to verify that this term is dominated by a constant 
independent of F. For k = 0 and 1 this follows from the conditions fulfilled by a 
and b. Assume that this is true for any power up to k. If k is odd, then 
+. . .+((bk-‘_uk-l)a-k+u-‘)] 
and so the conclusion follows from the induction hypothesis. If k = 2p, p E N then 
and the conclusion follows again from the induction hypothesis. As [z-y/ $2~“~ 
for y E IF,, and Iz -x,,~) G E”~, one has 
S2s K 
J {Iz-“ls2F1’~) 
dz, y)pL(dy) c K@E”*), 
where K is independent of F. 
Finally, S3 is made over ie N such that )z -x,,~[s E”*. As (~~(12 -x,,~[)F’-~ = 
12 -xe,i12-d, one gets 
S,S c(d) . J ))Z-X,,i12-d -IZ-y/2-d(~U(dy). , r.1 
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As )z - x,,~( 2 E”~, the same reasoning as above ensures that the integrand is 
dominated by KE”~ . Iz - y)2-d, and so 
s3 s &‘I2 
J 
AZ, y)p(dy), 
Rd 
and the proof of the lemma is complete. 0 
c. Representing measures 
Let A be a CAF of the d-dimensional Brownian motion with finite potential 
u(x) = E’(A,). It is well known (see [4, Ch. VI, 21) that such a potential may be 
represented by means of a positive Radon measure p; that is 
u(x) = 
J 
dx, y)p.(dy). 
R" 
It is also known (see [4, Ch. VI, 21) that the fine support of A coincides with the 
support of p. Let us assume that this support is compact and denote it by K. The 
following remark is an easy exercise in analysis. 
Remark. The potential u is continuous iff 
(a) lim E@(r)=0 and 
r-0 
(b) sup I g(x, y)p(dy) <a. 
(5) 
x JR” 
2. The convergence theorem 
Let E > 0 and consider x,,~ and IE,i, i E N as defined in (4). Let H,,,, i E N, be 
increasing processes (in the sense defined at the beginning of the paper, with respect 
to the Brownian motion), which are invariant under rotations with center x,,~; that 
is, for two paths o, w’, such that IX,(w) - x,,~( = IXS(w’) - x,,~I for every s 3 0, one 
has H,,,( t, o) = HE,i( t, w’) for every t 20. Let r,,i and A,, be the parameters associ- 
ated with HF,i by (1) and (2). Also consider a function n : R++ R, such that 
lim E’O 77(&)&l-d = 0 and the annuli 
C,i={y: E-~(E)~IX~~i-yl~F+~(F)}. 
We denote r,,i = Y( C,,i) (defined in (3)). We also assume that 
u,,~(z)=: E’(HE,i(co)) = c(d)&2-d 
for z E Rd such that (z - x,,~] = E, 
sup E’( E d-2H:,i(~)) < ~0, 
F,i,z 
lim sup rE,i v A,,i v r,,, = 0. 
E+O i 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
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Theorem 4. Let A be a continuous additive functional with compact support andjnite 
and continuous potential u. Let p be its representing measure and 
A,(t) = If HF,i(t)p(Zr,,). 
i=l 
Then, under hypothesis (6), (7) and (S), 
lim d,( A,, A) = 0. 
F-0 
Before proving Theorem 4 we give two examples of approximation models which 
fulfil the assumptions there; the occupation time model and the downcrossing model. 
(For the analogous constructions of the local time, see It6 and McKean [9, pp. 431). 
Example 1. Tote occupation time model. Let us define 
oQ(t)=: lc_JXs) ds, 
and 
0 
E.1 
= E’( O,,i(oO)) with z E Rd such that ]Z -x,,~] = E 
Hr,i(t) = [C(d)l(&dp20r,i)l . o,,,(t). 
Assumptions (6) and (7) are clearly verified. Since H,,, is a continuous additive 
functional with fine support CF,i, one has r,,, = A,,i = rE,i = 0 and so (8) is also trivially 
verified. Then, in view of Theorem 4, 
A, = 1 H,,ip(Z,,j) + A under dz. 
I=* 
Example 2. The downcrossing model. Let n : R++ R, be a function such that 
lim F’D V(E)lEdP2 = 0 and S,,;={x: (x-x,,~~=F}, S$={x: Ix-x~.~/=E-~](E)}. We 
are interested in downcrossings over these two spheres. In order to rigorously 
describe the downcrossing process we have to use the stopping times 
R,, = inf{ t > 0: X, E S,,, }, R:,, = inf{ t > 0: X, E S:,,}, 
Tr.1 = R:,i + R,,i o OR;,, 
Clearly T& is the first time the process X, hits S,,; after having hit S:,i. We shall 
now define the iterates of this stopping time: 
Tgi= R,,i and TE,T’= TE,i+ TE,io 0T;,, for ka0. 
Then put 
D,,i(t)=#{k: T$c t} and d,,i =E’(D,,,(m)) with ZE S,,,. (9) 
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Clearly D,,i(t) represents the number of downcrossings over S,,i and S2,i up to 
the moment t. 
We are interested in calculating d,,i. To this end we have to consider a sequence 
of stopping times for the Bessel process, which would be analogous to that defined 
above: l?F = inf{t > 0: X, = E}, l?: = inf{ t > 0: 2, = F - T(E))}, T, = R: + R, 0 OR: and 
the iterates T,, k E N, of FE. Then put D,(t) = #{k: Tt d t}. Since the law of the 
d-dimensional Brownian motion is invariant under rotations one has 
d,,,=l?(&(co))= ; P’(T:<co). 
k=L 
Since X( Tt) = E, it follows (from the strong Markov property) that P’( T% > CO) = 
F’( T, <co)~ and so 
The strong Markov property yields 
From the above two relations one concludes that 
lim ((d -2)v(e)/&)d,,i = 1. 
F-0 
(10) 
Let us now define 
He,,(t) =[C(d)l(Edm2d,i)l . or,,(t) 
and evaluate the parameters r,,,, r,,i and A,,i associated with H,,i. 
Since HF,n grows only at the times Tr,,, k E N and X( T:,i) E S,,i c CF,i, one has 
r .?,I = 0. 
A simple look at the paths shows that 
o,,i(OO)--D,,i(t)-DD,,i(e,)=o or 1, 
according to the position of f. It follows that 
r,,; = c(d)l(edP2d,J. 
By (lo), r,,i is asymptotically equivalent to c(d)(d -~)~J(F)/E~-‘, which, by the 
assumption on 77 (F), vanishes as F + 0. 
Finally, D,,i( t) - D,,( t -) = 1 for t = Tt,, , k E N, and is equal to zero otherwise. So 
A,,, = c(d)I(e dp2dF,,) + 0 as F + 0. 
So H,,; satisfies (8). Since (6) and (7) are trivially verified, H,,i fulfils the hypothesis 
in Theorem 4 and so 
A, =: f H,,ip( I,,i) + A under d, 
i=l 
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Proof of Theorem 4. Let u,(z) =: E’(A, (00)) and prove that 
lim IIu,--ujI =O. 
F’O 
(11) 
As p satisfies (5), Lemma 3 ensures that in fact one has to prove that 
lim sup /u,(z) - c(d)~~-~ ? cP~(Iz-x~,il)~u(~~,i)l=o~ 
.='" z i=l 
The term under the modulus is dominated by 
c( d)E2-d ,z, IC(d)Y ‘&d-2.UK,I(~)) - $(lz -xp,il)l~(~F,I). 
Let put W ={w: [0, CO)-+ Rd; t+ w, continuous} and consider w= 
{W: [0, 00) + [0, ~3); t+ G, continuous}. We may assume that X is defined on W 
(one takes X,(w) = w,) and X is defined on @ For W E w we define 
K,i(G a) =: K,;(& w), 
where w is defined by w, = (W, +x&, xf,, , . . . , xf,,). Let us note that, as H,,, is 
invariant under rotations, for any w E W, 
Hr,i(t9 w)=H~,rlf, (w-x,~l)~ 
where the path 1 w - x,,;( is defined by (w - x,,~[.~ =:1 w, - xFil. It follows that 
E’(H,,,(a)) = E”-“~~~‘(Z?~,,(co)). 
As r + c(d)-‘Ed-2 H,.;( 1) are increasing processes with E’(c(d)~‘&d~zH,,i(Co)) = 1, 
one may use Proposition 2 to evaluate the distance between their potentials and (pp. 
Let us take B=C,=:{u: F-T)(E)~u~E+~(F)}, ?,,i=r(C,), and denote by r,,, 
and zF,i the parameters associated with the above mentioned processes. Then, by 
Proposition 2, 
lC(d)Y ‘Ed-%“(H,,,@)) -cp,(U)( 
~2~~,i+b,j+F,,j+(2~,,j+C(~~))/(l-C(~~)). 
Since 
and 
j+,,i = c(d)-‘&2r,,i, a,,, = c(d)-‘sd-2A,,,, FF,i = c(d)-‘Ed-*r+ 
c(cE,j)=sup 1- ; 1 0 
d-2 
: &-~(&)susuaa+~(&) 
it follows that 
~“-‘C(d)-‘E’(~~,i(~))-cP,(JZ-X~,iJ) 
c cCd-“(& v A,,i v rz,;+ T,+)/&‘), 
where c is independent of E. So we have proved that (11) holds under hypothesis (8). 
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Next, in order to apply Proposition 1 one has to evaluate the parameters r, and 
A, associated with A, in (1) and (2). 
As rb( t) = 1, rb,i(f)p( I,,,), by using Schwarz’s inequality one gets 
~~=‘s~Pt’(iuplI.:(l)l2)“2~(~~~,~~~,,iL(l.~)il(~~,j))“2 
c sup r,,kLLW). 
k 
In the same way one gets A, S supkA,,kp(Rd), and so, by using Proposition 1, 
(11) and (8), the proof of Theorem 4 is completed. 0 
Remark. The above theorem provides different constructions, based on the 
geometrical behaviour of the paths, for the CAF associated with a measure /L which 
satisfies (5). In this sense it goes in the same direction as Paul L&y’s initial 
constructions of the local time (see [9]). Since a general construction for CAF’s 
with given potential on one hand and a general representing theorem for potentials 
on the other hand, are already well known (see Blumenthal and Getoor [4]) we 
preferred to assume that the CAF A associated with the measure p is given. In fact, 
the reasoning in Theorem 4 permits one to prove that the family A,, E > 0 is Cauchy 
under d, and so a limit process A exists. By using (8) it is easy to check that A is 
a CAF. Then, by (ll), the potential of A is represented by means of p. 
Remark. As an immediate consequence of Theorem 4 one gets the following approxi- 
mation for time changed processes: 
Let A and A, be as in Theorem 4 and T and rF be the inverse processes, i.e. 
7(t) = inf{ s > 0: A,y 2 t} and 7, ( t) = inf{ s > 0: A,(s) 2 t}. Then, for every T > 0, 6 > 0 
and XE Rd, 
limp” sup(X(7(t))-X(T,(t))(~~ =O. 
F-O ( I_. T ) 
The proof, based on the continuity of the paths, is straightforward so we omit it. 
3. The excursion model 
In their paper [5], Fristedt and Taylor pointed out that most of the approximation 
models for the local time of a Markov process may be expressed in terms of the 
point process of the excursions from a (the point where the local time is considered). 
They also obtained necessary and sufficient conditions for L2-convergence to the 
local time. These conditions are expressed in terms of the characteristic measure of 
the excursion process (since the authors considered recurrent points, the excursion 
process is a homogeneous Poisson point process, as It6 proves in [S]). 
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We here consider the Bessel process corresponding to the d-dimensional Brownian 
motion (d 2 3) and the excursion process from a given point. Following the same 
line as Fristedt and Taylor we give a general approximation model for the CAF’s 
of the d-dimensional Brownian motion based on the above mentioned excursion 
process. Unfortunately, since for d 2 3 the Bessel process is transient, the excursion 
process is no longer a homogeneous Poisson point process and so no characteristic 
measure exists. We replace it by the measure obtained by taking the mean value of 
the counting measure up to infinity (see (12) below). For a homogeneous Poisson 
point process (the recurrent case) this measure is identically infinite and so it is 
irrelevant. In the transient case it turns out that this is a m-finite measure which 
successfully replaces the characteristic measure. 
Let us define the excursion process starting from a point a f 0, for the Bessel 
process. We shall use Fristedt and Taylor’s very intuitive notation. Let I&‘= 
{W:[O,~O)+[O,~O): t+r9(t)iscontinuous}, W*={w~W:W~=aandthereissome 
i(W) > 0 such that W(t) E R, for t < <( $) and W(t) = 6 for t 2 l( +)} where 6 is an 
extra point attached to R,. The set {t: w(t) # a} may be written as a countable 
union of open intervals (q /I). To each of those intervals one associates the excursion 
W(t,W)= W(t)=C(t+a) forOst<P-cY, 
= 6 for p--a< t. 
Let W-=: (Y and W+=: p be the starting point and the finish point of W, considered 
as a piece of the path W. We mention that the first piece of the path, from zero to 
the first hit of u (which appears ifthe process does not start from a), is not considered 
to be an excursion. 
On w* one considers the a-field 8* given by the projections i.e. w* = 
a( W,, t Z= 0). The measurable space ( w”, ‘%“*) is the state space of the excursion 
process. For a set .4 E 7?* one defines the counting measure 
Nl(n)=#{w: w+tt, WEA}. 
Notice that this definition is a little different from that considered by Fristedt and 
Taylor for the excursion point process. They take W-S t instead of W+ s t. We 
prefer the above definition because it yields an adapted counting measure. For 
deeper calculus results about the above mentioned point process one may refer to 
Getoor [6] and Getoor and Sharpe [7] (the authors work with both of the above 
forms of the excursion process). 
On (w*, %*) one considers the measure 
m(A) = EU(Nm(.4)). (12) 
Corollary 5. m is a a-finite measure, with injinite total mass. 
Proof. The only nontrivial thing to prove is that m is u-finite. For d 2 5 this follows 
immediately from the fact that the last exit time from a is integrable. Unfortunately 
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this is not true for d = 3,4 (see Getoor [6]) so we shall replace it by a “downcrossing” 
time, which is integrable. Let us take 
R =inf{t: 19(t) = a}, R’= inf{t: w(t) = 2a}, 
T,=R’+RoeR’ 
and Tk, k E N its iterates. More precisely, 
T~=R,T~+,=T~+T,o~,, kcN. 
Then, by using the strong Markov property and the fact that x( Tk) = a, one gets, 
for any A E 74”*, 
E”(N,(A)) = f I?” 1 l.%(W) 
k=O TAr-= w+sTL+, > 
= f E”(j?-~‘( NT,(A)), Tk <co) 
k=O 
=l?(N,,(A)) f P”(T,<co). 
k=O 
Again using the strong Markov property and x( Tk) = a, k E N, one gets P”( Tk < 
00) = P” ( T, < CO)~. We conclude that 
E”(N,(A))=E”(NrI(A)),I, whereh,=:P”(T,<co)/(l-p”(T,<co)). 
(13) 
We recall (see Example 2 in Section 2) that 0 < P”( T, <co) < 1, so 0 < A, (~0. 
Let us now take A, = { W: Wf - W- 2 E}. Clearly, A, t w*. Since at most T,/ E 
excursions of length greater than a occur up to T,, one has I?“( Nr,(Ap)) s I?“( T,)/e. 
(For the integrability of T, see for example Getoor [6]). Now, from (13) one 
concludes that m(A,) < ~0, and so the proof is completed. Cl 
For a measurable function f: w* + R we shall put 
N,(f)= C f(W) and m(f)= I .I-( W) dm( W) = E”( N&f)). W+S, ii,* 
Up to now we have only considered excursions starting from a fixed point a. 
Since from now on we consider excursions starting from each E > 0, we have to be 
precise about the point from which the excursions are considered. So we shall write 
%‘T, NY, m, and ‘W referring to the excursions starting from E > 0. 
We consider a family of measurable positive functions fr : w: + R,, E > 0 and 
denote 
and 
(14) 
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where x~,~, i E N, F > 0 is the net defined in (4), X denotes the d-dimensional 
Brownian motion and IX - xE,ilf =: IX, -X,,iI. 
Let A be a CAF with representing measure p. The approximation model corre- 
sponding to fE, E > 0 is 
A,(r)=: F HE,i(t)P(lF,t), 
i=l 
(15) 
where IF,i, i E N, E > 0 are the cubes defined in (4). 
(16) 
(17) 
Theorem 6. Assume that 
;+y m,(f~)“2/(Ed~2m,(~)) =o. 
Then 
lim &(A,, A) = 0. 
F’O 
Proof. In view of Theorem 4, in order to prove (17) one has to check that HF,i, 
i E N, E > 0 fulfil (6), (7) and (8). The first two relations are immediate consequences 
of the normalization by n,. Let us now verify (8). Take T(E) =O. Then one has 
c,,; = {y: Ix,,i -yl = E}. S’ mce H,,i does not increase up to the first hit of CF,i, r,,i = 0. 
Let us now evaluate r,,i. Let f > 0 and ‘G be the excursion from F straddling t, 
i.e. F @ G t < F i?. Then, for every z E Rd, 
rL,i(f) = no CL(‘W., IX-x,,,I) 
w 
Then 
-,w~5,L(‘W(., IX-xt-,iI)-E’ ,<~w+Lrw~, Ix-4) 9, I )I 
=n,E"(f,('~(.,(X-X,i()(~,) P’a.s. 
IrL,i(t)Is nJ’(~~f(‘W(., IX-~,,sl)l~r) P’ a.s. 
Let us take z E Rd such that Iz-x,,~~ = E. Then, Doob’s L*-inequality yields 
r,,, =: +up Ir:,&)l*) 1’2G2n.E’( ma$&‘W(., Ix -x&J,)“2 
=?..S’(~~~~(fW))1’2~2n.E(~I:(‘W))”2, 
which, in view of (16), converges to zero as E + 0. The same argument ensures that 
lim F_O A,,i = 0 and so (8) is proved. 0 
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We finish by giving two examples. 
Example 3. The downcrossing model. In fact this model has already been presented 
in Section 2. All we want now is to show that it may be regarded as a particular 
case of the above general excursion model. 
Let F>O and take n(e)>0 such that ~(E)/E~-~+O as e-+0. 
Let A, E WT be defined by 
A,={W:thereissomeO<r<~(‘W)suchthat’W(t)=E-n(e)}. 
Then, for a path WE w, 
NT(A,)= c I.1,(“W) 
‘W+S, 
represents the number of downcrossings of W over [e - T(E), E], up to the moment 
t. It follows that for w E 0. 
where the counting measure N,(A,) is calculated on the path t + IX,(w) - X,,il and 
D,,i is defined in (9). Notice that the normalizing constant d,,i (see (9)) is equal to 
mF (A,). So the downcrossing model defined in Section 2 coincides with the excursion 
model associated with f, = l,,?, e > 0. 
Example 4. The “jut stretches” model. We shall now consider the approximation 
model obtained by counting the number of excursions longer than some h,, E > 0. 
(The name “flat stretches” model has a historical background. Paul Levy showed 
that, for the one dimensional Brownian motion B, the above mentioned counting 
measure is identically distributed with the function given by counting the flat stretches 
of t + SUP,,~ B,. (See It6 and McKean [9, p. 43]).) 
Let us consider a function E + h, satisfying the hypothesis 
lim s”‘“-“m,(l’W: ’ W+-‘W-Z h,/E2) =CO. 
FJ” 
(18) 
Since m,( Wf) = ~0, such a function exists. Let us define 
A, ={‘W: FW+--BW-z h,} 
and fc = l,,_. Then, for the processes H,,i defined in (14), with respect to this fE, 
H,,i( t, w) is the number of excursions (starting from the sphere {v: ]y -x+1 = E}) of 
the path s + Xs(o), which are longer than h,, up to the moment t. 
Consider now a CAF A with representing measure p and the approximations A, 
defined to (15) for the above mentioned fE, E > 0. We shall prove that, under 
hypothesis (18), 
lim d,(A,, A) = 0. 
F-0 
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In view of Theorem 5, this will be done as soon as we check (16). By using the 
scale property for the d-dimensional Brownian motion one gets 
m,({‘W:‘W+-‘W-~h,})=E-*m,({*W: ‘w+-‘w-2h,/e*}). 
Then (16) is an immediate consequence of assumption (18). 
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